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The  concept of acceptance d gree is introduced. A str ing is accepted by a recognition 
device if and only if its acceptance degree is not less than a preselected rational number .  
A degree-language is the set of all those strings. The  class of degree-languages over push-  
down automata (linear bounded automata) contains the intersection-closure and the 
complements  of the context-free (context-sensitive) languages and it is contained in the 
Boolean closure of the context-free (context-sensitive) languages. Consequent ly  degree- 
languages over pushdown automata can be recognized as fast as context-free languages. 
The  class of context-sensit ive languages is closed under  complementat ion if and only if 
eveG, degree-language over a linear bounded automaton is either context-sensit ive or is 
the complement  of a context-sensit ive language. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The so-called Chomsky hierarchy [5], consisting of regular, context-frce, context- 
sensitive, and recursively enumerable anguages, does not account for many "real world" 
classes of languages, e.g., programming languages and natural languages [4]. This is one 
of the reasons why many attempts have been made to "refine" the original Chomsky 
classification. One of the major goals has been to describe languages which, for instance, 
are not context-free but are still context-sensitive, without using the powerful and complex 
concept of context-sensitive grammars. In general, the various approaches divide into 
essentially three different directions of research: 
(1) One can change the standard type of productions in a grammar, but maintain 
the standard concept of derivation, e.g., linear context-free grammars [12]. 
(2) One can extend or restrict he action of certain types of automata, but maintain 
the standard concept of acceptance, .g., one-counter machines [12], stack-automata [6, 7], 
automata with rewind instructions [14], two-way pushdown automata [10]. 
(3) One can keep the standard efinition of productions (e.g., context-free produc- 
tions), but change the definition of derivation, e.g., control sets on grammars [8], 
scattered context-grammars [1 I], programmed grammars [15], indexed grammars [3]. 
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 7th Annual  ACM Sympos ium on Theory  
of Comput ing  in A lbuquerque,  New Mexico, May 5-7, 1975, under  the title "Degree-Languages,  
Polynomial T ime Recognition, and the LBA Problem."  
t Th is  research was supported in part by the National Science Foundat ion under  Grant G J-803. 
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Looking at the above list one approach is clearly missing, namely the one which corre- 
sponds in automata to the modification of derivations in grammars, i.e., to change the 
concept of acceptance. We think that this approach as been overlooked, and the purpose 
of this paper is to demonstrate hat this idea opens up a broad and fruitful area for further 
research. 
Of the various changes in the standard concept of acceptance which might be thought of, 
we would like here to present aconcept of acceptance which is useful for applications and 
sheds new light onto the nature of nondeterminism. It is very well known that for most 
common types of nondeterministic machines one accepting state is enough, i.e., one can 
restrict he nondeterministic machines to having only one accepting state and still obtain 
the same class of languages. This restriction is useful for many proofs in formal anguage 
theory, as they become more direct and transparent. But the person who has to work with 
nondeterministic machines or, more precisely, simulators of them is not so much interested 
in whether a string of a language can be "somehow" accepted, as he is in whether astring 
is accepted "as otten as possible." That is, he is interested that the "degree of acceptance" 
for a string in a set of strings is relatively high. We therefore introduce the concept of 
degree-languages. We take the position of the "outside observer" who does not know 
what is going on inside tile machine, who can only tell whether an input string forced 
the machine to enter an accepting or a nonaccepting state. In order to develop a general 
theory we take advantage of the concepts of Abstract Family of Languages (AFL) and 
Abstract Family of Acceptors (AFA) [9] 1 and thus can exhibit properties of degree- 
languages which are independent from any specific machine type. For the context-free 
or pushdown automaton (pda) case, we obtain that the pda-degree-languages represent 
a powerful extension of the context-free languages, but that nevertheless the membership 
problem remains decidable and, more importantly, remains decidable in polynomial 
time 0(n2"St). The latter property is a significant advantage of pda-dcgree-languages over 
many classes of languages investigated "between context-free and context-sensitive," 
where it is either known that the membership algorithm requires more than polynomial 
time [13] or where it is not known whether polynomial time suffices. 
The concepts of Total AFA and degree-language will be defined, and a few basic 
results given, in Section 2. In Section 3 we will show that the family of degree-languages 
over any Total AFA (g?, 9 )  contains the intersection-closure of the AFL represented by 
(g?, 9).  Hence, the Boolean closure of the deterministic context-free languages i properly 
contained in the pda-degree-languages [20]. Section 4 is dedicated to the proof that the 
class of degree-languages over an arbitrary Total AlVA is closed under the operation 
"marked union." A consequence is that the intersection-closure of the context-free 
languages is properly contained in the pda-degrec-languages. In Section 5 we will see 
that the class of degree-languages over any Total AFA (O, 9 )  is always contained in 
the Boolean closure of the AFL represented by (s .~). As an immediate consequence 
we obtain that the membershi p algorithm for pda-degree-languagcs lie in 0(n2"Sl). 
x For the reader who is unfamil iar with these concepts we would like to ment ion that most  of the 
better known classes of languages and automata constitute AFL 's  and AFA's ,  respectively. 
Specifically, the classes of context-free and context-sensit ive languages both constitute AFL 's ,  and 
the classes of pushdown automata (pda) and linear bounded automata ([ba) both constitute AFA's .  
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In Section 6 we will apply the concept of degree-languages to the so-called lba-problem 
and will obtain an interesting characterization f this problem. 
2. I)I'GREE-LANGUAGES 
In the first part of this section we will give the definition of degree-language. For 
convenience, we define degree-languages with respect o Abstract Families of Acceptors 
(AFA's) [9] in which there are instructions for reducing and eventually erasing any 
storage tape. We call these AFA's 7btal_/1I;_d's. In the second part of this section we show 
that the class of degree-languages over any Total AFA (~2, ~@) is closed under com- 
plementation and that it contains the Abstract Family of Languages (AFL) [9] represented 
by (f2, ~).  
Let us first recall the definition of an AFA [9]: 
DEFINITION 2.1. An AFA schema is a quadruple ~2 = (F, I , f ,  g), where 
(1) 2' is a set of storage symbols, 
(2) I is a set of instructions, 
(3) g is a partial function from f '.2 into F*, called tile storage informationfunetio.~, 
(4) f is a partial function from f'* • I into f'*, called the storage transition function, 
(5) f and g satisfy the restrictions 
(a) g(x) = e ~ if and only i fx  = e, 
(b) for each ~, in g(l~*), there is a u, c- 1such thatf(x, u,) - -  x wheneverg(x) : : ),, 
(c) for each u in 1, there is a finite set f'~ such that if x is in F~*, thenf(x,  u) is 
in (~, w G)*. 
DEFINrrIoN 2.2. An AFA is a pair (-(2, .~) such that 
(1) I2 = (F, I , f ,  g) is an AFA-schema, 
(2) 6~ is the family of all acccptors D ~-: (K, & 5, qo, F), where 
(a) K is a finite set of states, q0 c- K and F C K, 
(b) Z' is a finite set of input symbols, 
(c) ~ is a function from K • (Z: k3 {e}) • g(/'*) into the finite subsets of K • I 
such that G D ,: {~/3q c K, a ~ Z t3 {e}, ~(q, a, 7') -/= e} is rfinite. 
We also need the following two definitions: 
DEFINITION 2.3. An instantaneous description of an acceptor 
D -=: (K, 2,,, 5, q0, F) is a member of K • 2,'* • _r*. 
1"* denotes the free monoid over/'. 
s e denotes the empty string. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. For an acceptor D we define the relation ~--D among instantaneous 
descriptions of D as follows. I f  (q', u) 9 ~(q, a, ),), g(x) : = 7, f (x,  u) is defined, and w 9 2:., 
then (q, aw, x)~---o (q', w, f(x,  u)). Let C, C', and C" be instantaneous descriptions. If
C ' q~ ~tl  ~-v C' and C' I---D C , then C --D~--" ~-1 C". I f  C ~--D" C' for any n >~ 0, then C ~*D C'. 
We now define Total AFA's.  
I)EFINITION 2.5. An AFA-schema s ~ (F, I , f ,  g) is called a Total AFA-schema if 
(1) g(Y*) is finite, and 
(2) for each ~,cg(/ '~) --{e} there exists a % in I such that If(x,v~)' < ix [4  
whenever g(x) :- y. 
Remark. Condition (2) in the above definition ensures that I contains instructions v~ 
which are capable of reducing and eventually erasing the storage tape contents. Most of 
the better known AFA's  have this kind of instruction. The instructions % should not be 
confiased with the so-called stand-still instructions u, (cf. Definition 2.1). 
I)EFINITION 2.6. An AFA (.O, 9 )  is called a Total AFA i fD  is a Total AFA-schema. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Given a Total AFA (.Q, .~) and an acceptor D - (K, Z', 3, qo, F)  
in 6Z we define for any x in Z* the sets to(x) ~ {q/(qo, x, e) ~--o (q, e, u) for some u e -P*} 
and fD(x) ~- tD(X) C3 F. 
Remark. The set tD(x ) denotes all states which D can reach from its initial state qo 
after it has scanned tile entire input x, while fD(x) denotes the set of all such states which 
are also accepting states. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Given a Total AFA(Y2, ~)  and an acceptor D --=: (K, Z, 3, q0 ,F)  
in .@, the language accepted by D (by final state alone) is defined as T(D) : : {x/x in Z'* 
andfo(x) :/-- ~}. The class of all languages which can be accepted by aeceptors D of a 
Total AFA (D, 6~) is denoted by ,Y-(D). 
Clearly, for any Total AFA (.(2, _@), .Y-(D) is an AFL  [9], and we call J-(D) the AFL 
represented by the Total AFA (g2, 9) .  For many of the better known AF I . ' s  .L~  there exists 
a Total AFA (D, ~)  such that 5r == ~'-(g2): The class of context-free languages equals 
.9'-((2) for the pda AFA,  s and the c la~ of context-sensitive languages equals 9-'(D) for the 
Iba-AFA. 6 
Finally let us turn to the definition of acceptance degree and degree-language: 
* For a string x, ] x ] denotes the length of x. 
"pda" stands for pushdown automaton. 
6 "lba" stands for linear bounded automaton. 
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DEFINITION 2.9. For a Total  AFA (-(2, .@), D : :  (K, S, ~, %,  F)  in ~ and x c 27~, 
the acceptance degree of x with respect o D is defined as 
po(x) = #(f~ if toCx) ~ 2:. 
#(to(x))  
Remark. The requirement that tD(X ) -f: Y5, i.e., that D can scan x entirely, is only 
a very mild restriction. For every acceptor D there is an acceptor D' which accepts 
the same language and which can completely scan any string over its input alphabet. We 
therefore assume for the remainder of the paper that tD(x ) , /  ~.  
DEFINITION 2.10. Given a Total  AFA (f2, ~) ,  we say that a setL is a degree-language 
over the AFA (~Q, ~,) if there exists an acceptor D (K, Z', 3, q0, F)  in .q~ and a rational 
number  A ~ [0, l] such that L -- DL(D, A) = {x/x c 27* and pD(X) >~ A}. 
Remark. I)L(D, A) is the set of all strings whose acceptance degree is not less than A, 
i.e., the set of all strings for which the number  of reachable accepting states divided by the 
number  of all reachable states is not less than A. Clearly the restriction to rational 
numbers A in Definit ion 2.10 is not essential since { pD(x)]x ~ Z*} is finite. 
Notation. For any Total  AFA (D, ~)  we denote the set of all degree-languages 
over (t"2, ~)  by ~.~(D) .  
Before we continue, lct us look at a few examplcs of dcgrec-languages ovcr pushdown 
automata 8 and one-counter machines 9 cf. (Figs. 1, 2, and 3). We use the following con- 
ventions in .our  figurcs. 
(I) A scgment n'~ ~A/~ L.q.)----+ (.] means: If  the pushdown automaton (onc-counter 
machine) is in state q and reads an a c- X u {e} on the input tape and if the topmost 
symbol on the storage tape is .4 e F L) {e} ("e" if and only if the storage tape is empty) 
it will then cater (there might be several choices) state p and will replace A by thc 
string u c / ' * .  
(2) Final (accepting) states are denoted by ~,  and the initial statc is always q0 9 
EXAMPLE 1 (of. Fig. l). It  is immediate that DL(D 1,~) = {wzv R]wC{a,b} t}. 
EXA~PLF 2 (cf. Fig. 2). We claim that DL(D2, ~) :L  2 ~ {wcwlw ~{a, b}'-}. For 
every string x ~ {a, b, c]!, to2(x ) contains q9, hence tn2(x ) ~/s ;.~. It is also obvious that if 
x is of the form ucv with u, v c- {a, b} + then tD.Jx) C {q~, q2, q4, qs, q7, qs, qg}. Branch (I) 
of acceptor Dz ,  i.e., states q0, qt ,  and qo, tests whether an input string x is of the form 
7 For any set S, #(S) is the number of elements in S. 
s A pushdown automaton (pda) is a six-tuple M -- (Q, Z:, F, 5, q0 , F) where Q is a finite set of 
states, L~ and _r' are finite input and storage alphabets, respectively, q0 is the initial state, 1; is the set 
of accepting states, and ~ is a function from O • (2" u {e}) • (F u {e}) into the finite subsets of 
Ox  F*. 
9 A one-counter machine is a pushdown automaton where the storage alphabet F is a singleton set. 
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ae/A 
be/B 
oA/AA 
bA/BA 
oB/AB 
bBtBB 
aAle 
bBle 
oe/e 
be le aA/e 
bB/e 
ee/e 
(]e/e 
be/e 
I,'~c. 1. Pushdown acceptor DI , the accepting state is qa. DL(DI  , ~) - {ww a I w ~ {a, b}+}. 
ucv with ] u v i. In other words, q,, efl).~(x ) if and only if x is of the form just men- 
tioned. Since there are only two accepting states altogether we immediately obtain that 
po~(x) ~ ~ < ~ for all x which are not of the form ucv with u, v ~ {a, b} + and I u ! = [ v '  
The test whether substrings u and v in strings of the form ucv are identical is performed 
by branches II and II I  in the following way. In state q0, the one-counter machine D 2 
is "counting" the position of tbe input pointer. Then (nondeterministically) D 2 stops 
counting, reads the next input symbol, and remembers it by either entering state q:~ 
(if it is an "a") or state q~ (if it is a "b"). Then D,, scans over the remaining a's and b's 
until it encounters a "c'" which is a signal to count downwards by erasing one storage 
symbol for each input symbol. When the storage tape is empty the input pointer is at the 
same position in the second half of the word (counting from c) as it was in the first half 
when it decided to enter state q.~ or qe 9 Thus D~ will enter the accepting state q5 if and 
only if the first and second half of the string coincide in the particular position chosen. 
Hence, if u and v coincide in every position the machine will always end up in states q5, 
q2, and qg- Therefore pD~.(x) ~ ~ for every x of the form wcw.  If u and v do not coincide 
in at least one position then D,, can also end up in state qs, and so pD~(ucv) ~ ~ :~ 89 < 2 3" 
Hence L 2 , which is not a context-free language, can be expressed as a degree-language 
over the one-counter machine D 2 . 
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Fie.. 2. 
Z~L(D., .~). 
oe/A 
be/A 
oA/AA 
A /e2bA/AA oe/e ~ oe/e be/e I . 'i "~ be/e ~ e  ce/e 
c l]I) ~be/e 
/ oe/e '~' (2E)"'~ hA/A 
oA/e ~ oA/A 
bA/e ( ~ oe/e 
oA/A 
bA/B 
oe/e ce/e 
be/e cA/A 
aA/e ~/  oe/e 
~ . . J  bA/e 
b e / e ~ / e  
/ } oe /e  
be/e 
be/e oA/A 
i cA/A 
One counter machine D2 , the accepting states are q2 and q~. La =:- {wcw [ w e {a, b]+} :~ 
EXAMPLE 3 (cf. Fig. 3). It is clear that DL(Da, ~) -:  {a"b"enl n ~ 1}. 
We will now investigate the relationship between the class of degree-languages over 
a Total AFA(32, fie) and the AFL represented by (s ~).  
The following result, which is well known for nondeterministic pushdown automata, 
obviously carries over to AFA's and Total AFA's. 
TnEORV.M 2.11. I f  (32, ~)  is a Total AFA and L E J-(32) then there exists an acceptor D 
in ~ with exactly one accepting state such that L = T(D). 
The following lemma is immediate. 
I,EMMA 2 .12 . .~br  any acceptor D = = (K, Z', 3, qo ,F )  in ~ of a Total AFA (32, ~)  with 
#(F) = J; 
i 1 1 t p~(~) e o, y,..., ;~(-K~t a,~ #(f~(~)) e {o, 1} for aU ~ ~ ~r*. 
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FIc. 3. 
DL(_O~, ~). 
ce/e! 
oA/AA ~ ~e 
I~Ale bele 
/• be/A  
bA/AA 
I cA /e  
r.e/e ~ cA le  
One counter machine Da , the accepting states are qa and q~ . La -- {a'abnc '~ [n ~ l} = -  
"Fm~OREM 2.1 3. For a Total AFA (D, ~)  and L E .Y-(D) with L C Z* there exists an 
acceptor D = ( K, 22, 3, qo , F) such that 
(1) #(F)- -  l, and 
(2) L = DL(D, 1/#(K)). 
COROLLARY 1. The class of degree-languages over any Total AFA (D, ~)  contains 
the AFL represented by (D, ~),  
COROLLARY 2. The class of degree-languages over the family of pushdown automata 
(linear bounded automata) contains all context-free languages (context-sensitive languages). 
THEOREM 2.14. The class of degree-languages over any Total AFA /s closed under 
complementation; i.e., if L c ~s  with L C_ Z* then (Z* -- L) c ~5~(D). 
Proof. I fL  _C Z* is a member of ~s then there exists an aeceptor D = (K, Z, 3, 
q0 ,F)  in ~ and a rational number h e [0, 1] such that L ~- DL(D, A) --  (x/x ~ Z* and 
pv(x) ~ A}. We assume that A > 0 and that (Z* --- L) =# r since the proof is otherwise 
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trivial. We define the acceptor D' as D' -- (K, 27, 5, q0, K - -F ) .  Clearly D' is in 6_@. 
Obviously 2*  - -  L = DL(D', 1 --- k), where k = max{ pD(x)/x E 27* -- L}. 
COROLI.ARY 1. The class of degree-languages over any Total AFA (~2, ~)  contains all 
complements of the AFL  represented by (2, ~).  
COROLLARY 2. The class of pda (lba)-degree-language: ~ contains all complements 
of context-free (context-sensitive) languages. 
3. THE INTERSECTION-CLOSURE OF ~'-(~'2) IS CONTAINED IN ,~c~(2) 
In this section we will strengthen the results of Corollaries 1 and 2 to Theorems 2.13 
and 2.14. We will show that for any Total AFA (2, ~)  the class of degree-languages over 
(g?, ~)  contains the intersection-closure of.Y-(D) and the union-closure of the complements 
of,Y-(2). Since there exists an infinite hierarchy of intersections of context-free languages 
[19] the pda-degree-languages r present a powerful extension of the context-free 
languages. Moreover, the Boolean closure of the deterministic ontext-free languages is 
properly contained in the pda-degree-languages. 
In order to prove our claims we introduce the notion of "the s-extension Ds" of an 
acceptor D. The s-extension D~ is obtained from D by adding s nonaccepting states to D 
in order to change the acceptance degrees pD(x) and the rational number A. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given an acceptor D = (K, Z', 3, q0, F)  in ~ of a Total AFA (.Q, ~) ,  
the s-extension D s of D is defined as D, = (K', X, 3', qo, F) where 
(1) 
(2) 
(qo, e, e). 
K '  - -  K u { Pt .... , p.~} with { Pl .... , P,9} n K = ~,  
(a) 3'(qo, e, e) : 3(qo, e, e) U {(px, ue) ..... (p.~, Ue)}, 
(b) 5'(p~, a, e) = ( (p , ,  ue) } for 1 ~ i ~ s, a ~ 27, and 
(c) 8 ' (q,a,u)  -=3(q ,a ,u)  for q~K,  a~.XU{e},  ueg(F* )  and (q,a,u)  /~ 
LVMMA 3.2. Let (.(2, 6~) be a 7btal AFA. I f  L = DL(D, l/b) for an acceptor D == 
(K, 27, 3, qo , F) in ~ with #(F)  = 1 thenL = DL(D~ , l /(b + s)). 
Remark. It is essential for the last lemma that #(F )  ---: 1. If  #(F )  > 1 we immediately 
have the following counterexample. Let po(x) = ~ and h = {. Then x • DL(D, ~.), 
but for s = 5 we havepD,(x) = 2/(5 + 5) := { > I/(2 + 5) = {, and hence x ~ DL(D.,, ~). 
We will now see that for any finite collection of languages L a ,...,L,, e J - (2 )  of a 
Total AFA (g?, ~) ,  there exists a finite collection of acceptors D~ ,..., D~ in ~ such that 
I,~ = DL(Da, 2), L 2 -- DL(D2, ~) ..... L= -- DL(D,~, A). In other words, we can use the 
same t for L t through I.~. 
a0 In the sequel we will say pda(lba)-degree-languages for degree-languages over the AI'A 
consisting of pushdown (linear bounded) automata. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Given a Total AFA (g2, 5 )  and a finite collection of languages L~ .... , Ln 9 
.Y-(Q), then there exists an integer v and acceptors D x ..... D~ in ~ such that 
(1) for every Di :=~ (K i ,  27~, ~ ,~o "(~), Fi), 1 ~ i ~ n 
(a) #(F,:) = 1, 
(b) for every x ~ Z*,  1 ~ #(to,(x))  ~ v, and 
(2) L, -=  DL(D, ,  I/v), 1 ~ i ~ n. 
Proof. For each Lz~J (s  with 1 ~ i ~ n there exists (by Theorem 2.13) an 
acceptor D /  =, (K , ,  Z) ,  3,, qg),F,) such that #(F , )  :: = 1 and L, = I)L(D,', 1/#(K,)). 
We define v ~ max{#(K i ) / i  ::= 1 ..... n} and s~ = v - -  #(K i ) .  For each Di' we denote 
its si-extension by D i . By Lemma 3.2 we obtain L i = DL(D i , l/v). 
We are now ready to prove that for any Total AFA(~,  ~)  the class of degree-languages 
over (~Q, ~)  contains the intersection-closure of the AFL  represented by (~, 5) .  
THEOREM 3.4. For any Total AFA(g2, 5 ) ;  i l L  1 ..... L~ 9 then L~ n ... n L,~ 9 
.~e(~) .  
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 there exist an integer v and acceptors D~ satisfying the conditions 
of Lemma 3.3, i.e., each D~ has one accepting state, for each x 9 2~*, 1 ~ #(tD,(x)) ~ v, 
and Li == DL(D~, 1/v). Let s be a nonnegative integer with the property s > nv. 
For each Di we denote tile s-extension of Di by S i ~ (K i ,  2~i, 81, q~o i), Fi) and assume 
that K~ r~ Kj  = ~5 whenever i ~ j. For  each N~, #(F~) = 1, 1 + s ~ #(tD,(x)) ~ v ~- s 
for all x 9 andL~ = DL(S~, 1/(v ~- s)). We now construct he acceptor D such that 
L 1 n --. c~L, is a degree-language over D, as follows: D := (K, Z, 3, qo ,F )  with 
(I) K :  K xu ' ' 'uK~U{q0}whereqo~Ki fo rany i ,  
(2) z = z ,n  .-- c~z . ,  
(3) F=~u. . .wF~,  
(4) 3(qo, e, e) == {(qtoa), u~),..., (q~o", u~)}, and 
3(q, a, ~,) = 8,(q, a, ~,) for a 9 (Z t n ..- n Z,)  u {e} and q e K , .  
Clearly D is in .~. We now claim that Lt  t~ ... nL , - -DL(D,n / (n (v - i - s )  + i)): 
We denote #(ts~(x)) by b~(x) and #(fs~(X)) by a~(x). I f  x 9 2~ then qo r tD(x), hence 
tD(x) = ts~(X) w ... w ts,(X) andfD(x) = fs~(X) U ... Ufs  (x). Since the Si have disjoint 
state sets, #(t~(x) ) -= b~(x)t  . . . .  - Ib , (x )  and #(fo(x ) )= at(x ) + . . . .  ~a, (x )  for 
every x ~ X +. For the specific case x :-: e we have #(t~(e)) -= b~(e) -t . . . .  + b~(e) -!- 1 
since qo 9 to(e), and #(f~(e))  --  ax(e) + . . . .  . a,(e). Consequently, 
for every x • X +, and 
po(x) = a l (x ) :  . . . . .  ~ a.(x) 
al(e ) ~ ... -1- an(e )
pD(e) =- b~(e) -~ . . . .  ~ b,(e) ! 1 " 
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I f xeL~n. - -nL ,  thenx~L i  for 1 ~ i~n and soa~(x) =: 1 and bi(x ) <~v+sfor  
i = 1,..., n. Consequently if x .~ e we have 
and if x -= e, 
n n n 
pD(X) = ba(x) __"" + b,,(x) >~ n(v s) ~ n(v + s) 1 
n n 
po(e) = b~(e) + ..7 + b,(e) + 1 ~ -n(v t s) + l " 
I f  x 6Lt  n -.. n L~ then x 6Li  for some 1 ~ i ~ n, i.e., psi(X) < 1/(v + s) and so 
ai(x) := 0 and bi(x ) ~ 1 + s. Consequently 
n - -1  n - -1  
pD(x) <~ 
b~(x) +. . .  ~ b,(x) ~ n-(s + i)" 
We claim that (n -- 1)/(n(s + 1)) < n/(n(v +s)  !- 1) for all xeX* .  Otherwise, 
(n(v t s) + l)(n - -1 )  >~n2(s +- l), so(n ~ - n)(v + s) + (n -1)  ~>nZs+n =, son=v --- 
nv+n2s-  ns " - - (n - - i )  >~n2s+n =. Thus n(n--  1)v - -n  2 ] (n - - l )  >~ns, and so 
s ~(n - -1 )v  -n -? - (n - -1 ) /n  <nv+(1  -v )  <~nv which is a contradiction to the 
definition of s. Therefore if x6L~ n .-- nL~ then p2)(x) <~ (n -- 1)/(n(s + 1)) < 
n/(n(v q ~s) i-1) for all xeX*. So we have shown that L 1 n ..- n L .  ~: DL(D, n/(n(v +s)+1)), 
and hence L 1 n --. ~ L~ e ~5r (sQ). 
COROLLARY 1. The class of degree-languages over any Total AFA(O, ~)  contains 
the intersection-closure of the AFL  represented by (~2, 9) .  
COROLLARY 2. ?'he class of pda-degree-languages contains the intersection-closure of 
the context-free languages. 
Since the Boolean closure of the deterministic ontext-free languages is properly 
contained in the intersection closure of the context-free languages [20] we arrive at the 
following corollary: 
COROI.I.ARY 3. The Boolean closure of the deterministic ontext-fi'ee languages is 
properly contained in the pda-degree-languages. 
Since the class of degree-languages over any Total AFA is closed under complementa- 
tion (Theorem 2.14) and because of Theorem 3.4 we can state the following theorem 
without proof. 
'FFIEOREN[ 3.5. For any Total AFA(.(2, 9 ) ,  the class of degree-languages over (g2, 9 )  
contains all languages that are expressible as the urion of complements of languages in the 
underlying AFL.  
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COROLLARY. The class of pda(lba)-degree-languages contains all languages that are 
expressible as the union of complements of context-free (context-sensitive) languages. 
We conclude this section with two obvious facts that follow from Theorem 3.4: 
Fact I. The emptiness problem is undecidable for pda-degree-languages. 
Fact 1I. For evcry recursively enumerable set S there exists a pda-degree-language L 
and a homomorphism h such that S .... h(L). 
4. THE CLOSURE UNI)ER MARKED UNION 
In this section we prove that the class of degree-languages over any Total AFA is 
closed under the operation "marked union." As a consequence, we can strengthen the 
results of Corollary i to Theorem 3.4 and the corollary to Theorem 3.5 in the sense that 
the family of all languages expressible as the intersection of context-free languages or the 
union of complements of context-free languages is properly contained in the class of 
pda-degree-languages. In addition, we will use this closure property in Section 6 arriving 
at an interesting characterization f the lba-problem. 
We first define the operation "marked union": 
DEFINITION 4.1. LetL  1 andL  2 be two languages withL i  _C 27i* for i == 1, 2 and let c 
and d be two distinct symbols not in 271 u 272 9 Then cL 1 k) dL 2 is called the marked union 
of Lx and L2 . 
In order to prove that .~ ~r is closed under marked union for any Total AFA (s r 
we introduce the notion of the s-split D(s) of an acceptor D. The s-split D(s) of an acceptor 
D is obtained by replacing each accepting state by s accepting states and leaving everything 
else unchanged. The s-splitting will allow us to find two acceptors D~ and D2 for any two 
languages L 1 and L 2 such that L 1 == DL(D 1 , A) and L 2 ~ DL(D 2 , A) where the same h 
is used forL 1 andLa.  Once we have shown this it will be a simple task to prove that r cf~ (X2) 
is closed under marked union. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let D =- (K, 27, 3, q0, F)  be an acceptor in ~ for a Total AFA(~Q, 3) .  
For  a positive integer s >~ 1 we associate with every accepting statefi  ~F  (i =- 1 ..... #(F ) )  
the set F~ '~) = {/a t/' ..... fl!,!-,,} such that F~ *) r i f t  ~) = 25 whenever i =/-j and such that 
FC~F~ *) = ~ fo r i=  1 .... ,#(F ) .  
DEFINITION 4.3. I,et D = (K, 27, 8, q0, F)  be an acceptor in ~ for a Total AFA(/2, ~) .  
For  a positive integer s ~ 1 we define the s-split D(s) of D as D(s) --: (K', 27, ~', qo , F') 
where 
(1) F '  :-:FkJFlC~) u - ' -UF~ s) with n = #(F) ,  
(2) K '  = KtAF ' ,  and 
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(3) (a) 8'(q, a, y) -- 8(q, a, y) for q c K .... F, a ~ X t.J {e}, y ~ g(l~*), 
(b) 8'(q, a, y) ::- 8(q, a, y) for q ~F, a ~ X, y c-g(T'*), and 
, Y) { ( f l  , u , )  ..... r,er (e) 8'(q~ e,y ) - -8 (q~,e ,  t.) (o wr ~),u.,)}forq, EFandyeg(T , , ) .  
Remark. For any acceptor D the behavior of the corresponding s-split D(s) of D is 
virtually the same with one exception: For each accepting state q in D the s-split D(s) 
has (s --  1) additional accepting states, and whenever a computation in D reaches an 
accepting state then the corresponding computation in D(s) reaches these (s --  1) addi- 
tional states. 
The following lemma is immediate. 
LEMMA 4.4. 
every x c_= X* 
and 
For any Total AFA (g2, .~) and any acceptor D in ~ it follows that for 
#(f~c~(x) )  = s " #( fo (x ) )  
#(to(.0(x)) = #(tD(X)) + (S - -  1)" #(fo(x) ) .  
COROLLARY. I f  x ~ Z ~ aml pD(x) ~-: a/b then 
sa  
PD('O(x) - -  b ~- (s - -  l)a" 
LEMMA 4.5. For any s ~ 1 : 
i f  and only i f  
a/b < c/d 
sa sc 
b -}- (s --  1)a ~ d -t- (s --  1)c " 
Proof. Note that a/b < c/d if and only if ad < bc if and only if sa(d + (s - -  l)c) = 
sad -b- sa(s --- l)c < sbc I sa(s --  1)c = sc(b (s - -  l )a)if  and only i fsa/(b + (s - -  1)a) < 
sc!(d + (s - -  l)c). 
LEMMA 4.6. I f  L : :  DL(D, a/b) then 
L : DL(D(s),sa/(b I ( s - -  l)a)). 
Pro@ For every x ~ Z'*, x e DL(D, a/b) if and only if pv(x) ,-: c/d ~ a/b if and only 
if (by Lemma 4.5 and the corollas" to Lemma 4.4) 
sc  sa 
PDco(X) = d - - ( s  l)c ~ b : (s - -  1)a 
if and only if x c DL(D(s), A) where h = sa/(b -!- (s -.- l)a). 
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LEMMA 4.7.  If D = : (K ,  27, ~, q0,  F) is an acceptor 
DL(D, O) is a regular set. 
The next lemma is obvious. 
of a Total AFA (g2, ~)  then 
LF2MMA 4.8. For every regular set R there exists a deterministic finite state acceptor D 
such that R =-- I )L(D, 1). 
The next lemma is the key lemma in our proof that the class of degree-languages is 
closed under marked union. 
LEMMa 4.9. For any two degree-languages L t andL a in c '~(g2) for a Total AFA ([2, ~) ,  
there exist two acceptors D i , D,, , and a rational number A such that L i :-: DL(D 1 , A) and 
L9 = DL(Dg , 3`). 
Proof. I f L  1 andL  2 are in ~ c.W(g2) then there exist acceptors D t , D 2 in -~, and rationals 
A 1 , 3`~ such thatL  1 := DL(D i , A1) and L,, = DL(D 9 , 3`,,). We have to distinguish four cases. 
Case I. Al = 3`9 9 Th is  case is trivial. 
Case I I .  A1 : 1 and 0 < 3`9 < 1 (similarly 3`9 : 1 and 0 < 3`1 < 1) with 3`,, : a/b. 
Let  c/d : max{(z/y) /x ~_ 27"D~ such that po~(x) : :  z /y  and z /y  < 1}. Clearly, a > 0, 
(b - -  a) > 0, and (d - -  c) > 0. Let s be an integer such that 
s > (b - -  a)c/(d - -  c)a, and so s ~/ 1. 
Let  Dg(s) be the s-split of D 9 . By Lemma 4.6, L 9 =-: DL(Dg(s), 3`) where A - sa/(b +(s - -  1 )a), 
and we claim that L 1 = DL(D i , 3,): For  x c:L 1 if and only i fPox(X ) := 1, so we have to 
show that pDt(X ) = 1 if and only if Po~(x) ~/3`. We first show that 
(a) c /d<Z and (b) 3  `~ 1. 
To  demonstrate (a), first assume that h ~ c/d, i.e., sa/(b -1 (s - -  l )a) ~ c/d, then sad 
cb - / ( s  - 1)ac = cb - ~- sac - -  ac, so s(ad - -  ac) .~ c(b - -  a), and so s < c(b -- a)/a(d - -  c) 
which is a contradiction to the definition of s. 
To  show (b), let us assume that A > 1, i.e., sa/(b + (s - -  1)a) > 1, then sa > b -~- 
(s - -  1)a = b -[- sa - -  a and so a > b which is contradict ing the fact that a/b < 1. 
I t  is now immediate that L 1 = DL(D i ,  h). For  if x~L  i then pD,(X) = 1 and so 
pv,(X) >/3`. I f  on the other hand x ~ DL(D~ , 3`) then pox(X ) >/3`, therefore pp,(x) > c/d, 
hence pol(X ) - - 1 and so x EL i . 
Case HI.  0<Al : :a /b<land0<~,9 :c /d<l .  Hence0<a~band0 < c <d.  
Let s I : c(b - -  a) and let s9 - a(d - -  e). Clearly s I >~ 1 and s 9 ~ 1. Then  by Lernma 4.6 
L 1 = DL(Dx(s,), A,') andL  2 - : DL(D,,(sg), 3`~') where 
Sla S2 e 
Ai' - b-+ (s 1 -  1)a and A./ - d -+ (s,,--  1)c 
We will show that A t ' :  Az': sis 9 = sis2, hence s l (ad - -ac ) :  (be -  ac) s2, hence 
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slad + sv~ac -- slae = sabc + SlS2ac - -  s2ac  , so  sla(d + (S 2 - -  l ) c ) :  : s2c(b i (sl --  1)a), so 
sla/(3 -~- (s 1 --  1)a) = s2c/(d -~-(sz --  l)c), and so A( = A2'. 
Case IV. A, - -  0 and/or A 2 = 0. I f  L = DL(D, A) with A - 0 then (by Lemma 4.7) 
L is a regular set. By Lemma 4.8 and by the fact that any deterministic finite state machine 
D is a member of ~ for any Total AFA (~Q, ~q~) we obtain that there exists an acceptor D' 
in ~ such thatL  = DL(D',  1). So this case can be treated like Case I or ]I. 
Finally, we can prove: 
THFOREM 4.10. For any Total AFA (~2, ~) ,  the family of degree-languages over (~, .~) 
is closed under marked union. 
Proof. I f  L 1 and L 2 E #c~a(~), then by Lemma 4.9 there are two acceptors Di ~= 
(K i ,  Z i ,  8,:, q(oi),F~) in ~ (i~ : 1, 2) and a rational A such thatL~ := DL(I)~, A) andL  2 = 
DL(D 2 , h). Without loss of generality we assume that K 1 n K 2 ~ ;5. We define the 
acceptor 
I)~ = (K,  u K 2 W {q0}, {c, d} w Xx U Z2 ,8a ,  q0, r~ W F2) 
where c and d are two new md distinct symbols and where 
(1) 83(qo, e, e) = ((q,~'), u.)), 8a(qo, d, e) ~ {(qo (~), u~)}, 
(2) ~(q, a, ~,) = ~(q, a, ~,) for a E Z~ W {e}, q ~: ~,  ~, ~ g(r*) ,  and 
(3) 3~(q, a, ~,) =- 32( q, a, ),) for a E Z89 U {e}, q ~_ K,,, ~, ~ g(F*). 
It is immediate that cL 1 U dL2 - DL(D 3 , A). I Ience ~ cd(g2) is closed under marked 
union. 
COROLLARY 1. The class of pda-degree-languages is closed under marked union. 
COROLLARY 2. The class of lba-degree-languages is closed under marked union. 
Notation. We denote the intersection-closure of the context-free languages by ICI(CF) 
and the union-closure of the complements of context-free languages by UCI(COCF). 
THEOREM 4.11. "_l'hefamily ICI (CF) u UC1 (COCF) is properly contained in the class 
of pda-degree-languages. 
Proof. The language L 1 = {wcx/w, x ~ {a, b}*, w /= x} is clearly in ICl(CF) and hence 
is a pda-degree-language. The language L2 -= {wcw/w ~ {a, b}*} is clearly in UCI(COCF) 
and hence is a pda-degree-language. Consequently, L = dtI. x t3 d~L 2 is a pda-degree- 
language. We show thatL  is not a member of ICI(CF) u UCI(COCF). We use the result 
from [20] thatL 1 is not a member of UCI(COCF) and that L,, is not a member of ICI(CF). 
SupposeL is in ICI(CF) u UCI(COCF). ThenL  is in ICI(CF) or UCI(COCF). Assume/.  
is in ICI(CF) (the other case is similar). Then L r d2{a, b, c}* -~ dj~ 2 and hence L,, is in 
ICI(CF), which is a contradiction. 
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5. POLYNOMIAL TIME RECOGNITION 
We have seen in Sections 3 and 4 that the class of degree-languages always contains 
the AFL of the underlying Total AFA. In the pda-case, the pda-degree-languages 
represent a powerful extension of the context-free languages. The immediate question 
comes up whether we have to "pay" for this extension, i.e., whether the membership 
problem for degree-languages might become more "difficult" or "complex" than the one 
for the underlying AFL.  Fortunately, we can prove that we do not have to pay for this 
extension, something that is not true for many classes of languages investigated "between 
context-free and context-sensitive," where it either is known that the recognition algorithm 
requires exponential time [! 3] or where it is not known whether polynomial time suffices. 
Our strategy is to show that the degree-languages over any Total AFA are contained 
in the Boolean closure of the underlying AFL. In the course of proving this we exhibit 
two characterizations of Boolean closures of AFL 's  which are interesting in their own right. 
We start out with the following definition: 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given any Total AFA (O, N) and an acceptor D ::= (K, X, ~, q0, F) 
in .@ we define for a collection of subsets A~ ..... A~ ofF,  B(D, A~ ..... A~) ~:: {x/x c Z*, 
fD(X) = A1 or --" orfD(X) - :  A,}. 
A string x is a member of B(D, A a ,..., A~) if and only if the set of all accepting states 
that can be reached by x is equal to -//i for some i = 1,..., n. 
We state the following two lemmas without proof since they are immediate consequences 
of Definition 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Given a Total AFA 
then B(D, A 1 .... , A~) u B(D, B x ,..., 
and B~ C_F for 1 ~ i ~ n and l ~ j 
(/2, ~)  and an acceptor D --= (K, X, 3, q0, F) in ~,  
B,~) = B(D, A~ ..... A,  , B1,... , B~n), where A~ C_ F 
<~m. 
I,EMMA 5.3. Given a Total AFA (52, ~),  then for any acceptor D = (K, Z', 8, q0, F) 
with only one accepting state, i.e., #(F )  = 1, it follows that B(D, F) = T(D), i.e., B(D, F) 
:-(52). 
We will denote the class of all sets B(D, A, ..... An), for any given Total AFA (52, cj), 
by M(52). The following two corollaries are a trivial consequence of Theorem 2.11 and 
Lemma 5.3. 
COROLLARY ]. Every language L of an AFL  .-~- that is represented by a Total AFA 
([2, ~),  i.e.,L : T(D) for some acceptor D in ~,  is a member of ~(52). 
COROLLAaY 2. Every context-free (context-sensitive) language is in ~(52) for the pda- 
AFA (lba-AFA). 
The next theorem establishes our first characterization f Boolean closures of AFL 's :  
THEOREM 5.4. For any Total AFA (~, D), a language L is in the Boolean closure of .~'-(Q) 
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i f  and only i f  there exists an acceptor D : =  (K, Z', 3, qo ,F) in o~ and subsets A 1 ,...,/t n o f f  
such that L = B(D, A~ .... , A,) .  
The proof of Theorem 5.4 consists of Lemmas 5.5 through 5.9; Lemmas 5.5-5.8 cover 
the "only if" direction and Lemma 5.9 covers the " i f"  direction. 
LEMMA 5.5. /~(Q) is closed u~Mer eomplementation, i.e., i f  L ~ ~(~2) and L C X* for 
some finite alphabet X then (X* -- L) ~ ~(~2). 
Proof. I f  L c ~(,O) with L ~ Z*  then there exists an acceptor D : :  (K, 27, 3, q0, F )  
such that for some sets Ml,. . .  , .//~ ~. P(F) ~ we have L : - B(D, A~ ..... A~). Clearly for 
every x ~ X*, fD(X) G P(F). Hence Z*  - -  L := X* -- B(D, A 1 ..... A,~) = {X/fD(X ) :/: A 1 
and fv(x) /= M e and --- and fD(X) ~= A~} : {X/fD(X ) = B1 or "- or fD(X) =B. ,}  : 
B(D, B~ ..... B,,), where P(F) -- {At ..... A,,} ::- {B~,..., B,,}. Therefore (Z* - -  L) c- ~(~) .  
LEMMA 5.6. P~(-Q) is closed under intersection, i.e., if Iq , L., ~ ~(g2) thenL 1 n L e ~ ~J3(~2). 
Proof. l f L  i ~ M(~'2) for i ::: 1, 2. then there exist acceptors D i = (K i ,  X i ,  3i, q(o~ 
/1 (1) c- P(Fi). Without  loss of gener- such that L,: = B(D i A]i),..., A(% for some A~ "i) ..... ._,,~
ality we assume that K 1 n /~ = ;~. F rom the acceptors D 1 and D e wc construct he 
following acceptor Da. I.ct ~]0 be a ncw state. Wc then define Da as 
where 
D3 : (K1 u K~ w {~/o}, zl n z~ ,~, qo, F1 u F~), 
3a(qo , e, e) = ((q~l), u~), (qo (','), ue)} 
and 
33(q, a, 7') = 8~(q, a, 7) if q e K~,  
=-82(q,a,Y) if qcK2 ,  
for a ~ (Z' 1 ~ Ze) t.) {e}. Clearly 
L 1 c~ L~ = B(D I , A(11),..., A 'u) n B(De A(I*),..., A (~)) 
- n 1 ~ q,l 2 
(. ) " - U B(D. A!'))] n B(D.,  AS"' ) 
i: -1 ' z j j= l  " 
31 ?~2 
U U (B(D,,  A~ 1)) n B(D2, A(~')). 
i= l  i~-1 
We claim that for any pair (i,j) ~ ({1 ..... El} • {1 ..... nz}) 
B(D~ A(U~ n B(D. AI2) ) = B(Da Ag) u A~ 2~) 
xt p(p,) denotes the power set of F. 
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The proof of this claim goes as follows: I f  x c-B(D1, A~ 1)) f3 B(D2, A~ 2)) then 
x ~ B(D1, A(ai )')andx e B(D2, A12}); henccfDa(X) := A~ 11. andfD~(x ) ,= A~. 2), and therefore 
fD,(X) = A~ 1' U A~ 2) and x eB(D~,  A(, 1' u A}~'). On thc other hand, if x EB(Da,  
A~I) u A~. 2)) thcn fDa(X ) ,-= A~)k)A~ s', and thercforefDt(X ) = A~ a' andfo , (x  ) = A} 2~, so 
xeB(Da A~ a~)~B(D 2 A~ ~) Thus  we obtain that L~L  2 I~t  I1~~ BtD ' ~ " " - ' :  k J i - : l  kfl j ,=l k 3 
A~ 1) t3 A~2~), and therefore by Lemma 5.2, L 1 ~ L.o is in ~(s 
The next lemma is an immediate consequence of DeMorgan 's  law and Lemmas 5.5 
and 5.6. 
LEMMA 5.7. .~A(.Q) is a Boolean Algebra. 
This  last lemma plus Corol lary 1 to Lemma 5.3 yield: 
LEMMA 5.8. The Boolean closure of .Y'-(~) is contained in ~(g2). 
We now turn to the second half of our proof of Theorem 5.4. 
LEMMA 5.9. M(O) is contained in the Boolean closure of ,Y-(~2). 
Proof. I f  L ~ ,~163 then there exists an aceeptor D = (K,  X, 3, q0, F )  and subsets 
A~ ..... A .  of F such that L = B(D, A 1 .... , A,~). By Lemma 5.2, L ::= B(D, A1) u ... U 
B(D, An). We will show that for i -- 1,..., n, B(D, A,:) is in the Boolean closure of J-(.Q). 
The  set F of final states contains finitely many states, let us say F = {ft ..... f,,}. Without  
loss of general ity we can assume that A~ - = {fa ..... Jr} with r ~ m. We define acceptors 
D s , = (K, Z', 3, q0, {f~}) for j = 1 ..... m, i.e., D s is identical to D 
except that f j  is the only accepting state. 
We now claim that 
B(D, A~) -- B(Dj ,  {fi}) n J (27" - -  B(D,,  {f~-})) . (*) 
I f  x E B(D, Ai) , then fD(x) = Ai  and fD(x) n (F  - -  Ai) = ~.  Thcreforc f.j(x) -: {fi} 
fo r j  = l ..... r andfDfx)  = ;~ fo r j  = r 4- 1,..., m. Thus  x e B(Dj ,  {fi}) fo r j  =: 1,..., r 
and x e (27" - -  B(Dj ,  {fj})) fo r j  := r -+ 1 ..... m. 
Conversely if x ~ ((~=1 B(D3, {f~})) (~ ((]~=r+l (27* -- B(D~, {f~}))), thcn f~(x)  = {f~.} 
for j - -  l,..., r and thus {fl ..... fr} C-fD(X)- Sincc the Dj 's  have only one acccpting state 
and sinccfD~(X) ~ {fj} fo r j  = r -i 1 ..... m we obtain thefnj(x) = ~ for j  := r -] 1 ..... m. 
Hence fD(x) == Ai  and x e B(D, Ai). 
We know from Lemma 5.3 that B(D~, {fi}) e ~"(~2). Equation (*) in the above claim 
is a Boolean expression with the sets B(Dj ,  {fj}) as basic terms. So we can finally conclude 
that 
B(D, _/t r ..... An) :-= B(D, A1) u ... u B(D, A, )  is in thc Boolean closure of J-(~Q). 
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We are now ready for our second characterization of Boolean closures of AFL ' s ,  which 
will be based on the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5.10. Given any Total  AFA  (Q, ~)  and an acceptor D = (K, 2,', 3, qo, F )  
in ~,  we define for any word x e Z'* the acceptance-rejection relation of x with respect o D 
as eD(x) = (fD(x), to(x)). 
THEOREM 5.11. For any Total AFA (s ~),  a language L is in the Boolean closure of 
~-(~) if and only if there exists an acceptor D = (K, X, 8, qo, F) in ~ and pairs of sets 
(A, , B 0 ..... (A~, B,,) ,'r~ P(F) • P(K)  such that 
L : R(D, (A~, Bx),..., (A , ,  Bn)) = {x ! x e Z'*, uo(x) = (A l ,  Bl)  or""  o r  o~/)(x)  = (xL1n, BTz)}. 
We prove the "only i f "  part in Lemma 5.12 and the " i f "  part in Lemma 5.13. 
LEMMA 5.12. I f  L is in the Boolean closure of J - (~)  then there exists an acc@tor 
I) = (K, Z, 3, qo , F) and pairs of sets (A1, Bi),... , (A,, , B,,) in P(F) • P(K)  such that 
] .  = R(D, (3~ , B~) . . . . .  (&  , B.)). 
Proof. I f L  is in the Boolean closure of J-(~Q) then (by Theorem 5.4) there exists an 
acceptor D : : (K, 22, 8, %,  F )  and subsets C~ ,..., C,~ o fF  such thatL  = B(D, C~ .... , C,~). 
We define for i = 1,..., m 
~o~ = {(C~, N)/C~ C_ N C K and (N  C~) C K - -  r}.  
Then c lear lyL  -- R(D, (A, ,  B1),... , (J/n, Bn)) where {(Aa, B,)  ..... (An, Bn) } = W 1 k3--- u W,,,. 
].EMMA 5.13. I f  L -- R( D , ( A1, C1) ..... (An,  C,) ) for an aceeptor D = ( K, X, 8, qo , F) 
and some pairs of sets (A x, C~) ..... (An,  C,~) in P(F)  • P(K)  then L is in the Boolean closure 
of 3V(~). 
Proof. LetL  : = R(D, (.41, C1),... , (A.n, Cn)) z B(I), (AI ,  (-'~1)) (--) " '"  t.) R(1)(.4n ' Cn))" 
I t  suffices to show that R(D, (A~, C~)) is in the Boolean closure to ,Y-(g?) for i - 1 ..... n. 
For any subset H of K we define I)~ = (K, I ,  8, q0, H).  Aeceptor 19~ is indentieal to D 
except that H is the set of accepting states. Clearly tD(x) ~ tDH(X ) for any x ~ X*. We 
now claim that for any pair (A, C) in P(F) • P(K)  
R(D, (a, C)) = B(D, A) n B(Dc ,  C) n (X* -- B(D,,.., Nt  ,..., N,))  (*) 
where Y'  = K - -  C and {N~ ,..., N,} - -  P(F') -- {~}. 
Suppose x e R(D, (A, C)). Then fD(X) = A and tD(X ) -- C. Therefore x e B(D, A). 
Since tD(X) ~ tDc(X ) we have fDc(X ) -- C and so x is also in B(Dc , C). Since t~(x) = C 
and since C n F '  - : ~ we obtain that x (~ B(Dy ,  N I ..... N~), and so x e (Z'* B(D F, , 
N, ..... N,)) .  Therefore x e B(D, A) n B(Dc , C) n ( I *  --- B(Dr, , Nt  ..... N,)). 
I f  on the other hand x ~ B(D, A) n B(Dc , C) n ( I *  -- B(Dr. , Nj .... , N,) )  then 
xcB(D,A)  and so fD(x ) -=A.  Since xr  .... ,N , ) ,  fDr(x ) = ~ and so 
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tn(x) ~ tDe.(x ) (_-_- (K - -F ' )  : : C. Since x is also in B(Dc,  C) we have C == foc(x ) (_-= 
tDc(X) = G~(X). Hence f~(x) ~= A and tD(x ) = C, and therefore x c R(D, (A, C)). This 
proves our claim (*), and since B(D, A), B(Dc,  C), and B(Dv,,  N~ ..... N, )  are all in the 
Boolean closure of ~'~(~'2) (by Theorem 5.4) we can conclude that R(D, (A, C)) and hence 
L is in the Boolean closure of 3(f2).  
It now becomes an easy task to prove the following major theorem in this section. 
Tnma~:~1 5.14. For any Total AFA (s 3) ,  the Boolean closure of the AFL J-(g2) 
contains all degree-languages over ((2, 3) .  
Proof. I f  L is a degree language over (Q, ..~) then L -~ DL(D, k) for some acceptor 
D = (K, S, 8, qo, F) and a rational A with 0 -.< k ~< 1. Let 
,<: =: {(A, C) I A c.- C 2 K, A C_ F, (C -- A) (7_ K -- F, and (I A I/I C i) t> a}. 
Clearly L = R(D, (A~, C~),..., (A=, C,,)), where {0~=t {(A,, C~)} =: S/', and thus (by 
Theorem 5.11)L is in the Boolean closure of J-(D). 
COROI.LAr~u 1. Every pda-degree-language is in the Boolean closure of the context-free 
languages. 
COROLLARY 2. Every lba-degree-Ianguage is in the Boolean closure of the context- 
sensitive languages. 
It is well known that the regular languages form a Boolean algebra [12]. Hence we 
obtain the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3. Every degree-language over a finite state machine is a regular set. 
COROI.LARY 4. The class of pda-degree-Ianguages is properly contained in the class of 
context-sensitive languages, e.g., {a~"-I n ~ 1} is not a pda-degree-language. 
COIIOLI.ARu 5. Every pda-degree-language over a single letter alphabet is a regular set. 
TtlFOREM 5.15. Let (s 2 )  be a Total AFA and let J-(.Q) be the AFI,  represented 
by (s .~ ). I f  the membership problem is decidable for J-(s then it is also decidable for the 
class of degree-languages over (~'2, 3) .  Both membership algorithms lie in essentially the same 
complexity class. 
Theorem 5.15 is an obvious consequence of Theorem 5.14. It is well known that 
closing a family of languages under the Boolean operations preserves the decidability of 
the membership roblem and that both membership algorithms require the same amount 
of time up to a multiplicative constant c. Since all our proofs in Section 5 have been 
constructive, we can actually construct, using the membership algorithm fi)r the 
AFL  J-(s a membership algorithm for the class of degree-languages over (g2, 3) .  
Using Valiant's result [18] we obtain: 
~OROLLARY. Every 
O(n TM) time. 
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pda-degree-langua~,,e can be effectively parsed or recognized in 
6. THE LBA PROBLEM 
In this section we want to apply the concept of degree-languages to the "complemeuta- 
tion problem" for context-sensitive languages. Wc will show that the class of context- 
sensitive languages is closed under complementation if and only if every lba-degree- 
language is either context-sensitive or the complement of a context-sensitive language. 
I,VMMA 6.1. For any Total AFA (g?, ~),  the class consisting of all languages in Y(~?) 
and of all complements of languages in ~P-( f2) is closed under marked union if and only if,P-(s 
is closed under complementation. 
Proof. Let us denote the class of all complements of languages in J - (~)  by CO(.~'-(g?)). 
First, assume that J-(,Q) is closed under complementation. Then CO(,Y-(g2))C ,Y-(~'2), 
and so CO(J-(~2)) = ~Y-((2). Since ~'(f2) is closed under union and concatenation it 
follows that ,Y'(g2) ~) CO(J-(g?)) is closed under marked union. 
On the other hand, if .P-(Q) is not closed under complementation then J-(g?) is not 
contained in CO(~-(g2)), and CO(J-(g2)) is not contained in J-(X?). Consequently there are 
two languages L: and L~ such that L a c-,Y-(~Q) --  CO(J-(~Q)) and L z ~ CO(3-(X2)) J - (~).  
We claim that for any two new symbols c and d, cL 1 W dL 2 is not in J-(Q) k) CO(3-([2)). 
Consequently, J - (g?)w CO(J-(~)) is not closed under marked union. To show that 
L : : eL i u dL 2 is not in J-(O) U CO(J'(~Q)), assume that L is in J - (~)  w CO(J'(~Q)). 
Thcnn  is in J-(g?) or in C()(3-(.Q)). 
Let us first assume that L is in J-(g2). Then L n dE* is in J-(g?), and since J-(D) is 
closed under removal of a front marker, L 2 is in ,Y-(~2) which is a contradiction. Conversely 
let us assume that L is in CO(Y-(g?)). Then L t~ cZ* is in CO(.Y-(~Q)), and since one can 
easily show that CO(,Y--(s is also closed under removal of a front marker, L 1 is in 
CO(~Y-(f2)) which is also a contradiction. 
Notation. We denote the class of context-sensitive languages by CS and the class of 
complements of context-sensitive languages by COCS. 
COROLLARY. ca  is closed under complementation if  and only if  CS u COCS is closed 
under marked union. 
THEOREM 6.2. The class of context-sensitive languages is closed under complementation 
if  and only i f  every Iba-degree-language is either context-sensitive or the complement of a 
context-sensitive language. 
Proof. We have to show that CS is closed Under complementation if and only if 
CS td COCS ----~coW(lba), where ~LP(lba) denotes the class of lba-degree-languages. 
If CS ~ COCS = ~( lba)  then, using Theorem 4.10, CS u COCS is closed under 
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marked union, and so by the last corollary CS is closed under complementation. If on the 
other hand CS is closed under complementation then CS is a Boolean Algebra and hence 
equal to the Boolean closure of CS. Since, using Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.13 and Corol- 
lary 1 to Theorem 2.14, CS u COCS (2 .@..~(lba) and since ~.~( lba)  is contained in the 
Boolean closure of CS (by Theorem 5.14) we conclude that CS u COCS - -  ~( lba) .  
COROLLARY. If there exists an lba-degree-language which is neither context-sensitive 
nor the complement of a context-sensitive language then the class of deterministic ontext- 
sensitive languages is properly contained in the class of nondeterministic context-sensitive 
languages. 
A careful investigation of the proofs for Theorems 2.13 and 2.14 sl~ows that we can 
interpret Theorem 6.2 and its corollary as follows. If for an arbitrary acceptor D' in 
the lba-AFA and a rational number A c [0, 1] one can find an acceptor D = (K, Z, 3, qo,F) 
in the Iba-AFA such that DL(D', ~) == DL(D, 1/#(K))  or such that DL(D', A) ~ DL(D,I) 
then the class of context-sensitive languages is closed under complementation, and vice 
versa. If there is at least one lba-degree-language for which this transformation of the 
"cutpoint" )~ to 1 /#(K)  or to 1 cannot be done then there are context-sensitive languages 
which cannot be accepted by deterministic l inear-bounded automata. 
Many of our fawMte classes of tape-bounded Turing acceptors constitute AFA's  [1, 2] 
and furthermore constitute Total AFA's.  Using a result from Savitch [17] we obtain: 
THEOREM 6.3. Let f(n) ~ n be a "tape-constructable" function ,ruch that the Turing 
acceptors with tape-bound f(n) constitute a Total AFA (g2, _@). I f  there exists a degree- 
language over (s 3 )  which is neither in oq-(~) nor the complement of a language in 3-(Q) 
then the classes of deterministic and nondeterministic linear-bounded automata are not 
equivalent. 
7. CONCLUSION 
As we have seen, degree-languages over pushdown automata represent a convenient 
and powerful extension of context-free languages. However, they can be recognized as 
fast as context-free languages. In general, degree-languages constitute such an extension 
for every AFL  that is defined by a Total AlVA and is not closed under intersection and 
complementation. Hence, a modification of acceptance seems to be a fruitful and promising 
approach, and we would like to encourage further research in this area. 
We would like to mention an open problem. In Section 2 we have seen that the class 
~.Z'(~2) of degree-languages over a Total AFA (.Q, 3 )  is closed under complementation. 
The question arises whether ~c~(Q) is always closed under union, and hence under 
inersection. 
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